


CARDbuyers would like to introduce you to a new way of acquiring your favorite games, 
books, hardware, and in general… anything you want to purchase. It’s a great way to 

convert your cryptocurrency into fiat as well. You will be able to convert BCARD coins 
into real currency via Amazon, Steam, Apple Pay, Paysafe, and even Google Play Store. 

We are just beginning… Currently, we are offering a masternode coin setup with a 
strong ROI and at the same time including inflation control. This will cement the coins’ 

value in the future. 

The system is structured so that both large HODL’rs and  HODL’rs of smaller means will 
be able to reap rewards. The original/idealistic concept of cryptocurrency is and should 

always be that all have access. We have and will adhere to that. Join us :)
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CARDbuyers is an innovative application.
Finally, you can safely use crypto to buy all of your favorite games and other things!

Simply get the CARDbuyers Coin and use it to load up on Amazon Gift Cards, 
Steam Cards, Apple Cards, Paysafecards and even Google Play Cards. Shop online, 
give as gifts or trade for whatever you like!

CARDbuyers is cutting edge technology.

The dedicated CARDbuyers Team has applied their extensive experience across 
the full spectrum of IT fields and finance to implement an extremely efficient, 
eco-friendly network capable of supporting exponential growth!

  <script type="text/javascript"> 
It’s a Decentralized Masternode System powered by a Proof of Stake Neoscrypt 
algorithm capable of delivering high availability, optimum speed and reliable 
security.
  </script>

CARDbuyers is an awesome community.
At the heart of it all, you’ll find a new breed of crypto professionals and 
enthusiasts representing a diverse array of countries and cultures.

We are thousands of people just like you, devoted to supporting each other and 
having fun along the way. We are all united under the CARDbuyers banner to fulfill 
our mission of empowering you with the right to choose how you spend your 
crypto.
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In today’s crypto market, turbulent as it is, many people as well as businesses struggle 
with navigation. It really still is the wild west. The current established banking system 
has taken issue with what is happening in cryptocurrency. As soon as they realized it is 
here to stay they are attempting to own it. In certain countries laws and rules are slowly 
being implemented to help the banking system maintain control. Due to this, the fiat 
based markets and businesses are missing out on an incredible amount of revenue as 
well as community building. Back to the individual, you and everyone you know are 
missing out on potential opportunities. During our research phase we found that there 
have been multiple businesses that have run into roadblocks trying to enter the crypto 
space. We want to solve this, so we asked ourselves what can we do? 

● How do I and why should I get in?
● How do I select coins to trade?
● How do I select coins to invest in?
● How do I as a business enable these payments for goods/services and not be 

subjected to incredibly volatile markets?
● How do I use my rewards/gains to purchase goods and services instantly?
● How do I learn and educate myself on this entire space?

These are just a few of the top level questions that we have asked ourselves. We are 
sure that you have as well. 
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We are developing a new and innovative way to purchase goods and services online. 
One of the common misconceptions is that a system is decentralized and anonymous. 
We will pull the veil back and show you what that really means. In general, your 
marketplace is centralized, but the ledger or record of transactions is not, and that is 
part and parcel to your anonymity. One can see what is being transferred, but will never 
know where it's going or where its from. Again, this is why we are building our 
community for educational purposes as well. 

We have chosen to accept a various number of gift cards as a payment method paired 
with BCARD. What does that mean? Simply put, you trade BCARD for these gift cards. 
It’s that simple. Not only can you perform this exchange but it will be for goods and 
services you actually want. Steam, Apple Pay, Google Play Store, as well as the others 
previously mentioned. And that is just the beginning. 

Think about it, you make an investment, you reap rewards (like dividends), you then are 
able to use those rewards to purchase whatever you want. You can increase your 
holdings for greater rewards or get out at any time. The beauty of it is that it will hold its 
value and be resistant to volatility. Your BCARD will be working for you always. 

Now, how does it work you ask? 
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We offer a Pos/MN coin. What is this? 

● Proof of Stake - Buy BCARD and hold it for staking rewards (reward coins)
● MN or Masternode - Buy a specific amount of BCARD and hold it for greater 

rewards and become part of the payment network. (reward coins)
● 96% MN / 4% PoS

Coin Name: CARDbuyers Ticker: BCARD

Algorithm: Neoscrypt Type: PoS/Masternodes

Blocktime: 60 Seconds Min Staking Age: 12 Hours

Maturity 60 Blocks Original Pre-mine: 1%

Block Reward: 73

MN Rewards: Block Height: 
5000-120000

70 BCARD

MN Rewards: Block Height: 
120001 - 240000

50 BCARD

After every 120k blocks rewards 
are lowered:

10 BCARD

Staking Rewards: 2.9 BCARD (approximation)

Maximum Supply: 60 Million
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Block Height POS MN Block 
Rewards

MN 
Reward

PoS 
Reward

5000 - 120000 4% 96% 72.9999896 70.08 2.9199896

120001 - 240000 4% 96% 52.9999896 50.879990016 2.119999584

240001 - 360000 4% 96% 42.9999896 41.279990016 1.719999584

360001 - 480000 4% 96% 32.9999896 31.679990016 1.319999584

480001 - 600000 4% 96% 22.9999896 22.079990016 .919999584

600001 - 720000 4% 96% 12.9999896 12.479990016 .519999584

● 720001 - Until maximum supply is reached.
● 12.9999896 (13), subtracting 1 coin each year until maximum supply 

is reached.
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Q1

Create social media chat/groups

Launch official website

Start project (testnet)

Pre-ann bitcointalk

Q2

Official bitcointalk 
announcement

Network launch

Translations campaign/bounty

Listing on exchange

Q3

Listing on masternodes.online

Social media campaign

Launch Pre-Beta Store

Whitepaper release

Q4

Launch Beta Store

Online web wallet

Android wallet



Q1

Launch Official Store

Company formation

Bounty Project

Business presentation

Q2

MN collateral increase

New exchange listing

        BTC exchange in our shop

Team expansion

Q3

Bounty Project

Merchant back office

Project partnerships

Merchant partnerships

Q4

Custom gift cards

 Affiliate program

Bounty Project

?



Upon entering the crypto space our team quickly realized that we did not want to be yet 
another coin that pumps and dumps. We wanted to build something real, sustainable 
and vibrant. Something that people can believe in and trust.

We have all been through the hardest parts of this space - scammers, spoofers, and all 
the agents of impropriety. That is where we will not be and that is why we are putting 
as much as we are into this project. We also want to simplify everything that you and 
we want to do. Crypto should be just as easy as Amazon, and we aim to make it that 
way.   

This is where you come in. We have a vision of creating a strong community that helps 
and educates each and every member. One that is focused on the core ideals of what 
crypto really is and should be. It sounds cheesy but strength in numbers really is a good 
thing. We all want to be successful in life and do well financially but that is not 
everything. It’s a lot of things though :)
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This is just a beginning.
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